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MARMION AVENUE — TRAFFIC CONGESTION 
Grievance 

MR A. KRSTICEVIC (Carine) [9.07 am]: My grievance today is directed to the Minister for Transport. Several 
of my constituents have raised issues with me about congestion at intersections on Marmion Avenue, in particular 
at Reid Highway and Karrinyup Road. At Reid Highway there are two right-turning lanes but only one lane can 
cross over Marmion Avenue from east to west onto North Beach Road. Vehicles wanting to cross over Marmion 
Avenue have to queue in the middle lane behind the right-turning traffic and wait for several light changes even 
to make it to where the right-turning lane veers off and allows them to access the lane going straight ahead. 
Frustrated drivers lose patience and swerve dangerously around traffic to get to the lane going straight ahead. The 
green light allows very few vehicles to cross Marmion Avenue at each change—and if one vehicle is a truck, 
almost no other vehicles get across before the lights change to red, when there is a long wait as Marmion Avenue 
traffic is given priority. An extension of the green light timing as well as a combined “right-turn/straight-through” 
lane would go a long way to generally improving traffic flow at this rather inadequate intersection. 

One of my constituents is so frustrated by the amount of time he wastes sitting at these lights that he has timed the 
green light interval for traffic going west. One change interval was eight seconds, one was 12 seconds and another 
was 17 seconds; the intervals are not even consistent. Likewise, going east, the light changes were short but as 
there are already two lanes, it is not so bad. Also, at Karrinyup Road it can take three sets of traffic light changes 
to get across Marmion Avenue. We all understand that Marmion Avenue needs to be given priority, but crossing 
traffic should also be allowed to clear at each change. There needs to be a much longer green light for roads 
intersecting Marmion Avenue, bearing in mind that drivers have a reaction time of a couple of seconds if someone 
is alert and longer for daydreamers to get their car rolling. A 12-second green light lets about six cars through at 
that intersection. Once traffic is flowing, obviously cars get across very quickly. An increase from 12 seconds to 
say 30 seconds would probably allow five times the number of cars across. This would clear the banked-up traffic 
significantly, as the time taken to mobilise would also be reduced. A longer green light for both west and east 
traffic at Reid Highway and Karrinyup Road would not impact adversely on Marmion Avenue traffic and would 
be very positive for the crossing at those intersections. It would also reduce driver frustration, which is a major 
cause of risk-taking and accidents as drivers try to beat the lights. On Saturday morning at about 7.30—so not rush 
hour—my constituent tried to cross Marmion Avenue from Reid Highway heading west. He was fourth in the 
queue when the lights stayed green for eight seconds. Six seconds had elapsed before he was able to enter the 
intersection and a total of seven cars got through, with the last not completing the crossing before the lights turned 
red. I wrote to the former Minister for Transport to suggest that this middle lane be modified to allow 
straight-through traffic as well as right-turning traffic. I also suggested that an additional lane be constructed 
approximately 200 metres along North Beach Road on the western side of Marmion Avenue to accept the through 
traffic and to allow vehicles to proceed more quickly and safely across Marmion Avenue. He responded as 
follows — 

As you would be aware, North Beach Road is a local road under the care and control of the City of Stirling. 
Any modification to the westbound approach to the intersection would require Council’s agreement to fund 
the duplication of North Beach Road.  

I am advised by Main Roads subject to successful modelling and the City of Stirling’s agreement to fund 
the works on North Beach Road, Main Roads would be supportive of the suggested modification to allow 
right turn and through vehicle movements from the middle lane. 

I got excited and wrote to the City of Stirling to advise it of Main Roads Western Australia’s support for this 
upgrade, only to receive the following response — 

Notwithstanding MRWA’s agreement in principle, it should be appreciated that the proposed works on 
North Beach Road are intended to alleviate the perceived congestion and safety problems on the 
Reid Highway approach which is a MRWA road. From the City’s perspective, the North Beach Road 
approach to the intersection operates satisfactorily and any upgrades to this road are not a priority item 
for the City to address. 
Consequently, if MRWA considers that the current operation of the Reid Highway approach is 
unsatisfactory, it is MRWA who should be conducting the relevant modelling and then, if warranted, 
design and construct any upgrades to the intersection at their own cost. 

As members can see, we have reached a stalemate with the upgrade of the Reid Highway and Marmion Avenue 
intersection, as the City of Stirling is not prepared to pay for modifications required to North Beach Road. I have 
also received yet another complaint about this intersection, this time with regard to traffic heading north along 
Marmion Avenue and wanting to turn right into Reid Highway. The person wrote — 
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The turn off lane travelling north on Marmion Ave to turn right onto Reid Hwy is way too short and there 
will no doubt be more serious accidents if this is not changed. Further up Marmion at Hepburn and 
Whitfords this is currently being done, however, Reid Hwy exit is way more congested with large trucks 
etc.  

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: That was good work. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It was. The letter continues — 

There is a rarely a time when there traffic is not forced to sit in the main lane and cars are forced to make 
dangerous manoeuvres to continue their route straight ahead.  

The right-turning lane at this intersection needs to be extended to alleviate this problem. I wrote to the minister on 
13 April 2017 on this second issue and am still awaiting a response. In summary, the Reid Highway and Marmion 
Avenue intersection is causing my constituents great frustration on many levels. Main Roads needs to reassess the 
intersection with a view to upgrading it as suggested as soon as possible. I would appreciate it if the Minister for 
Transport could advocate for these modifications on behalf of my very frustrated constituents as well as many 
other people in the northern suburbs. I thank the house for its attention. 
MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [9.13 am]: I thank the member for Carine for his 
grievance and for outlining the concerns of his constituents and road users about congestion. As we all know, 
congestion is a frustration that many people experience across the suburbs. I understand the issues that have been 
raised and I will go through some of the advice that has been put to me. However, I will further investigate, in 
particular, the concept of changing the lane into both a right-turning and straight-through lane as suggested by the 
member. I will go through some of the advice that I have received on the whole issue of the timing of traffic lights. 
It is an interesting debate. Some changes were made by the previous government. There is always a debate about 
who gets priority and how long people should have access. I know a lot of work was done on modelling to try to 
reduce congestion by allowing more time for people on the major routes and less time for people connecting to 
those major routes. I know that some of the figures and promotions done by previous ministers suggested 
timesavings, in particular for those going along some of those major routes. Of course, that has an impact on those 
who want to access those roads, particularly when there is a build-up of traffic trying to get onto that main road. 
I know that across the suburbs it sometimes takes two or three changes of traffic lights to access major roads. That 
is an issue. 
I will read through some notes on work done by the previous government, and I acknowledge the work that it did. 
The notes state that Main Roads has completed a signal-timing review of Marmion Avenue, which includes an 
analysis of the intersections at Karrinyup Road and Reid Highway. The results of the timing review show a journey 
timesaving in the am peak of two minutes and 23 seconds, or 10 per cent, for southbound traffic on Marmion 
Avenue, and a seven-second, or 0.8 per cent, saving for northbound traffic. Some of this information was released 
in the last term of government. The results of the overall program across the metropolitan area have been very 
positive, with some routes on the network experiencing travel timesavings of more than five minutes, or 27 per 
cent. The analysis showed overall that the changes were positive, but I do understand that across the network there 
are some isolated impacts, particularly at some intersections and especially when those intersections or roads have 
not been equipped for longer waiting. That is another issue. Sometimes there is a significant build-up of traffic or 
sometimes one lane is not able to operate because people are banked up trying to turn, so two-lane roads effectively 
go down to single-lane roads. I understand the concern. I will ask Main Roads to look at that issue, given the 
analysis done by the member’s constituents. 
In relation to the upgrades to the intersections, as part of the Reid Highway upgrade project the westbound 
left-turning lane prior to the intersection of Reid Highway and Marmion Avenue has been widened and extended 
for approximately 120 metres. This allows additional vehicles to turn left onto Reid Highway. I know the member 
is looking particularly at the right turn and all those issues, so I will ask Main Roads to look at whether that middle 
lane could go both straight and turn right, and also the idea of pedestrian signal facilities at Karrinyup Road and 
Marmion Avenue. I acknowledge that North Beach Road is a City of Stirling matter, so both the state and the local 
government are reluctant to fix this because they both believe that the other is responsible. I will again see whether 
we can approach the City of Stirling to work with it to try to achieve a better result. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: I have every confidence in you getting a positive outcome with them. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Thank you very much, member for Carine; I am very keen to achieve outcomes. I will take 
that on board. I will particularly investigate that lane-turning issue. I will see what we can do about the timesavings, 
but as I said, there is always that trade-off between who experiences the timesavings. I acknowledge that there are 
many instances when we have not equipped the side traffic and the roads carrying that side traffic. That sometimes 
creates greater congestion for vehicles trying to access the main roads. It also depends on who is being measured. 
As I said, on one road we are doing really well to reduce congestion, but there is an issue with trying to access the 
main roads from side streets. 
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Mr A. Krsticevic: I think the Reid Highway–North Beach Road crossing is an important one. Really, duplicating 
North Beach Road on the other side by even 100 metres would make a huge difference there. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Maybe we can create a win–win situation between the City of Stirling and us. If we help out 
the City of Stirling with some other things, it could potentially chip in on this one. I thank the member for his 
grievance; we will see what we can do. 
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